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Obterver$ of the American political system lament consistently
the decline of voter participation in the electoral process.

The 5(4,

turnout rate of November, 1976, "ives a solid basis for their concern
(Witcover, 1977, 644).

That voter participation in earlier stages of

the campaign is much below the 50;, mark is well known; campaipn managers

plan strategies based on estimates of 30% turnout for primaries and 10%
for caucuses.

We have no quarrel with the fact that many Americans do not vote.

At the foundation of this study, however, was a dissatisfaction with
the common notion that the electorate is composed of only two distinct
groups:

(1) the few politically active voters who are interested in and

attentive to campaign communication, and (2) the many apathetic and alienated persons who ipnore and avoid political discourse.

This bifurcation

of the American populace is easily congruent with the "functionalreality-informational" and "consummatory-pleasure-fantasist-escapist"
dichotomy of media gratifications criticized by Katz, Blumler, and
Gurevitch (1974) as "to broad to be serviceable."

Its oversimplified

value judgment is readily apparent.

We saw a need, therefore, to transcend this either/or dichotomy
which suggested that people either use media to help them make political
decisions or they are alienated from political media content.
perspectives support the attempted transcendence.

Two

Chaffee(1972) opens

his discussion of the interpersonal context of mass communication with

the observation that we frequently attend to media "for information
and insights that we can employ in our interactions with others."
He roes on to review the finding (Chaffee & McLoed, 1967) that voters

were more likely to ask for campaign pamphlets if they expected to talk
about the election with friends.

Thus is identified a functional use

of campaign media other than vote guidance.

Carey and Frieling (1974),

in their attack on "reality content" versus "fantasy content" in mass

media suggest that consumption cannot always be equated with passive
escape.

Rather, they discuss an active "consummatory moment" which is

immediately pleasurable and self-contained in the consuming experience.

This contention is congruent with Weaver's (1976) notion that television
reporting transforms the Presidential primary campaign into a "melodrama."
Individuals may actively attend to political media because of its
excitement or entertainment value while not becoming politically active
in the campaign.

Our review of this and other uses and gratifications research,
studies on voter turnout, and media criticism suggested the possibility of
an additional campaign gratification of campaign media one applicable
particularly, though not exclusively, to members of the nonvoting populace who talk about the campaign with others and/or play an attentive
spectator role.

We hypothesized that this gratification is both functional

Wnd consummatory, one sought by,individuals we call "campaign fans."

In

this study we attempted to characterize this gratification and its
interaction with political participation by: (1) identifying differential
uses and gratifications of media between voters and non-voters, (2) investigating the role of interpersonal interaction in the political activity
of voters and nonvoters,

and (3) delineating relevant attitudinal

differences between voters and nonvoters
The campaign fan hypothesis is supported by a varied collection of
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prior research.

Becker (1979), in analyzing four studies of political

gratifications, reported that several items are supported consistently
by audience surveys: surveillance and vote guidance, reinforcement
seeking, excitement seeking, and communication utility.

Subjects

report that they avoid political media for reasons of relaxation,
alienation, and perceived bias.

When factor analyzed, these elements

tend to cluster into three groups: surveillance(surveillance and vote
guidance), excitement (excitement seeking, reinforcement seeking, and
communication utility), and media avoidance.

Effects of these factors

on political activity are offered by McLoed and Becker (1974):

surveil-

lance is associated with increased activity and high interest; the excitement
dimension is less clear, but appears generally associated with lesser
activity and high interest; and the avoidance items, as might be expected, are associated generally with low activity and low interest.

Further understanding of the role of interest in motivating persons
to attention or action can be gained from Ashenfelter and Kelley (1975).

They suggest that interest in a campaign=-a product of its recreational

or entertainment value does not have a major impact on voter turnout;
,high interest in a campaign increased the probebility of voting by only
.10-.14.

Finally, Grunig (1979) clarifies the relationship between

attention and media use in reporting that when people perceive situations
as involving them, they seek media information; when media information
when media information is not perceived as having a functional relationship
to situations which involve them, people passively consume that media
content.

To the extent that discussion of the campaign ,ith others- -

the communication utility gratification--is perceived as involving by
individuals, we can expect them to be functional consumers of campaign
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media.

Such attention to the campaign, however, does not seem to be

the prime catalyst to voter turnout.
Because we were interested specifically in voter turnout for caucuses,

rather than primary elections, we felt a need to explore additional
factors relevant to interpersonal interaction.

Attendance at caucuses,

promoted by political parties as "havens of grassroots democracy" and
"opportunities for social interaction,"

demands a stronger commitment

than does dtepping into a voting booth and pulling a lever; voters must
commit themselves to interaction with their neighbors.

We hypothesized,

therefore, that "psychological dispositions, sociological factors, and
environmental conditions" not only determine audiences' use of media
(Katz, BlumIer, & Gurevitch, 1974) but also help determine voters'
likelihood of attending caucuses.
relationship.

Two areas of research support this

One, the study of individuals' sense of community,

contains several relevant findings.

Persons likely to engage in inter-

personal interaction with members of their community are those who score
high on measures of neighboring preference and safety (Doolittle &
They are not likely, however, to become involved

Fitzpatrick, 1978).

in formal community organizations (Doolittle and McDonald, 1978).

Campaign fans, as we have described them thus far, would seem to fall
within this group.

Persons who are more involved in formal organizations- -

a category that would include the politically active voter--tend to
score high on pro-urbanism and communicate more with-iiidividuals outside
their immediate neighborhoods than with those within them (Crenson, 1978;
Riley L Riley, 1951).

Placed within the framework of caucus participation,

we expected that politically active voters would attend regardless of
their sense of community; they would be exercising their political duty.

Likelihood of less politically active persons who exhibit a high sense

of neighborhood involvement is less clear.

The romantic conception of

precinct caucuses as meetings of neighbors deciding who will be the
Presidential nominee suggests that persons with a high preference for
informal interaction would attend caucuses for their social interaction
component.

The likelihood, however, that caucuses wo:Id be composed of

politically active --and less neighborhood-oriented--citizens could dilute

the attractiveness of the social exchange.
This scenario is incomplete, however, because we have yet to consider
the relationship between political alienation and sense of community.
Philliber (1977) reports that people tend to subjectively group bureau-

cratic aspects of society together--political alienation, police alienation, and consumer alienation were not found to be distinct factors-- but do not generalize these negative feelings to their neighbors.
Thus, we can characterize people as socially and/or politically alienated.
(Giffin, 1970; McLoed, Ward, & Tancill, 1965).

This distinctio- allowed

us to make some additional predictions concerning caucus participation.
We have already noted that the politically active will attend regardless
of social orientation.

We know that the politically alienated participate

less in election processes because they doubt their participation would

have any noticeable impact (Wright, 1976).

This sense of helplessness

has been identified by Olsen (1969) as noe of two distinct types of
alienation.

The other type of political alienation, discontentment or

cynicism, is not associated with voting behavior.

Although we wou.

not expect helpless persons to attend caucuses, the participation of
discontented individuals may be mediated by their preference for interaction with their neir-hbors.

Persons ,,ho are discontented but score

high in neighboring prefernce and der,tre for informal interaction may
attend caucuses, dependinf on the prospect fc,r rewarding social interaction.

6.

Persons who are cynical about the political system and estran-c:3 from
their community might stop by an election booth, but would probably
avoid attending a caucus because of its more social orientation.
Despite their interest in the campaign, they may stay away because of the
prospect of spending hours haggling with neighbors with whom they have
had little contact.

Both of these sets of voters, however, mipht be expected to use

campaign media in search of a gratification which transcends the functional
(surveillance-vote guidance) and passive consumption (media avoidance)
dichotomy.

The critical predictor of caucus attendance among these

individuals, then, is whether they report greater seeking of excitement
(associated with active consumption of media content) or greater seeking

of communication utility (identified as a functional use of media).

In Other case, they fall within the purview of the campaign fan hypothesis.
The Washington caucuses provide a particularly fitting environment in
which to investigate this hypothesis.

First, the caucuses, which occurred

on !arch 11, 1980, were far enough into the campaign season to escape
the attention given to the Florida and Iowa gatherings.

In addition,

the caucuses were overshadowed nationally by three state primaries held
on the same day (Alabama, Florida, and Georgia).

Thus, voters were not

likely either to be "socialized" into attending caucuses by extensive

media coverage or to be motivated to turn out by the potential media
impact of their decisions.
major campaign battleground.

Second, Washington was not perceived as a
Unlike Iowa, candidates aired no adver-

tisements prior to the caucuses.

Promotion of turnout thus depended on

local political organizations and routine campaign coverage by the news
media.

Third, Washington caucuses operate independently of state laws;

voters receive no official notification concerning candidates or caucus
procedures.

Diffusion of such information depends on

8

the efforts of
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local party activists and the cooperation of local neWspapers in
caucus locations.

In short, we believed that the Washington caucuses

allowed good possibilities for insight into the interaction of media use,
interpersonal influence, and voter participation--insight which would
be peneralizable to most of the twenty-three states which use caucuses to
elect 27% of the country's national convention delegates.

STUDY DESIGN

Since a major purpose of this study was to discover differences in
redia uses and gratifications between caucus participants and non-participants, it was necessary to generate a pool of respondents from each :,rour.
During; the week before the Washington caucuses, trained student inter-

viewers contacted households in Pierce County and asked to interview
reristered voters at home at that time.

This sample was obtained from

computer.
a list of telephone numbers generated randomly by

The initial

127 indicated
telephone survey yielded a pool of 217 respondents, of whom

that they definitely or probably would not attend a caucus.

Approximately

these respondents
one month later, immediately after the county caucuses,
interviews.
were again contacted by telephone for more extensive

The

length of the second interview (approximately 20-25 minutes), howeVer,
resulted in a high attrition rate.

Of the original sample, 47 (37%)

non-participants completed the second interview.
List of precinct caucus participants were obtained from both Democratic and Republican party executives in the county.

Precincts were

selected at random, and every participant -in these selected precincts
was contacted and asked to participate in the extended interview.
participants (23 who attended Republican caucuses, and 23 Who
Derocratic caucuses) completed these interviews.

0

46

at.tenried
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In addition to requests for demographic information, the extended
interview contained four sets of measure:3.

First, items used during the

1972 and 1976 Presidential campaigns to assess uses of mass media,

campaign gratifications and avoidances, political activity, and campaign
interest were included (cf. NcLoed & Decker, 1974;
Ziemke, & Bybee, 1979).

cLoed, Durall,

Second, an abbreviated form of the Sense of

Community scale (Doolittle & Fitzpatrick, 1978) was used.

Four items

were selected from each of the factors comprising this scale.

Olsen's (1969) Political Alienation scale was utilized.

Third,

This scale measures

Cynicism and Helplessness as two distinct types of alienation.

Finally,

a series of items developed specifically for this study assessed attitudes
toward caucuses, participant satisfact4on, ease of .locating caucuses,

and preference for a Presidential primary rather than a caucus system.
Table 1 lists items selected from the Sense of Community scale and the
items developed for this survey.

RESULTS

CHkRACTERISTICS OF ACHIEVED SAPLE

Women constituted 57% of this sample, and men 43%.

ean length

of residence in Fierce County was 22.6 years, and mean education level
was 14.6 years, or slightly above the college sophomore level.

Additional

demographic characteristics of this sample are presented in Table 2.
In reneral, women and retired individuals were over-represented in this
sample because of the method of data collection (telephoning individuals
at home on weekday evenings).

The disproportionately high percentage

active
of teachers represented in this sample is a reflection of the

role teachers' organizations played in the 19C0 Presidential primaries.

9

Strict adherence to rand= sampling procedures in this survey, however,
supports the claim that the achieved sample represents the population of
potential caucus participants.

Indeed, analysis of the preliminary survey

yielded surprisingly accurate results.

Not only did this initial survey

duplicate caucus attendance patterns exactly-6% of our sample said
they would attend caucuses, and the actual attendance rate for the county

was 6%but expressed candidate preference of this sample also replicated
the preferences of caucus participants.

In short, there is reason to

believe that the achieved sample is an accurate representation of the
population of caucus participants and non-participants in Pierce County.

ITF:' ANALYSIS

1.

Media use items

In order to estimate the underlyinp dimensionality of both newspaper
and television uses, separate factor analyses were performed.

The

analyses were designed to determine common orthogonal factors underlying the raw scores.

The number of factors was established to ensure

that only factors accounting for at least the amount of variance of
a single item were included in the final solution.

Varimax rotation

was used.

Three-factor solutions for both newspaper uses and television uses
were produced.

Factor loadings are displayed in Table 3 and Table 4.

One noteworthy difference emerges.

For both newspaper and television

uses the first factor clearly is an Information cluster.

For newspaper

use, the second factor represents an Entertainment cluster, while sports
is isolated in the third cluster.

For television uses, however, sports

events is clustered with movies and crime and adventure shows to form
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an Action Zntertainnent factor, while situation conedies and nusic and
variety shows together constitute a Light Entertainment factor.

This

population considers stories about sports as different from other newspaper content, but views sports events as akin to other forms of action
entertainment when watching television.
2.

Gratifications and avoidances

A similar factor analysis was conducted on the campaign gratifications
and avoidance:: items.

Results of this analysis duplicate substantially

the factors uncovered by Becker (1979).

Aa revealedIn Table 5, the first

factor is an Avoidances cluster, including six of the seven Avoidance
items.

The second factor is a Surveillance factor, the third Excitement

Seeking, and the fourth a Reinforcement Seeking Cluster.
represents the only deviation from Becker's findings.

The fifth factor

This factor seems

tglobe a Communicative Utility factor containing two items.

Using political

campaigns to gain information to use in political discussions has a
high positive. loading, and avoiding television programs that feature

political candidates because "they hardly ever have anything to say"
loads negatively.

A clear relationship between candidates' statements

and potential political discussions exists, indicating that content,
rather than excitenent, is associated with interpersonal interaction.

Separating 'ratifications from avoidances, however, yielded different
Although not included in tabular form, a factor analysis of the

results.

Avoidance items alone revealed onl:, one factor :'hick net the minimum

criterion.

Analysis of gratifications alone is presented in Table 6.

The same items comprise a Surveillance factor and a Reinforcement Seeking
factor a!, in the previous analysis.

In this analysis, ho'-;ever, Communi-

cative Utility clusters with the Excitement Seeking itenc.

12

Hence
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related only in the Communicative
gratifications and avoidances seem to be
separate dimensions when
Utility of political content, but identify

considered independently of one another.

3.

t

Sense of cow

alpha (Cronbach, 1951) for
Reliability estimates using coefficient
Community measure were:
each of the sub-scales 6f the Sense of
.65

Safety

Informal Interaction

.86
.49

Localism

.29

Pro-Urbanism

Neighboring Preference

.59

empirically, these reliability
Since these sub-scales were derived

coefficients appear

reasonable in all cases but one.

scale is unacceptable.
(not reported here)

The Pro-Urbanism

Community scale
A factor analysis of the Sense of

actually
revealed that the Pro-Urbanism scale

and the
a desire for Anonymity,
contained two factors, one encompassing
which asked about problems with the
other cluster contained two items
These two new sub-scales were included
noise of urban environments.
in the next phase of the analysis.
4.

Correlations among scales

variables were constructed
Based on the preceding factor analyses, new
The
of the items included in a factor.
scores
of
each
by summing the raw
Table 7.
these new variables is reported in
correlations
among
pattern of
Of particular interest are
The patterns seem intuitively plausible.
Localism, Informal Interaction,
the positive correlations between
Surveillance. Newspaper Information
Newspaper Information Content, and

Entertainment Content
Television Action
also is negatively associated with
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and avoidance of campaign programming.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS AND NON - PARTICIPANTS

Table 8 summarizes the results of a series of t-tests conducted on
variables included in this survey.

Many variables expected to discriLinate

between participants and non-participants revealed no differences.

In

particular, Campaign Gratifications, Primary Preference, and rolitical
Alienation did not discriminate between these two groups.

For all

respondents, however, the Cynicism score was significantly higher than
the Helplessness score (Cynicism meane2.65;Helplessness mean=1.33;
t=10:13, degrees of freedom=92; probability =.000).

Toth participants

and,non-participants were cynical about politics in general, but did
not feel politically helpless.
Six sets of variables demonstrated significant differences at the
p=.05 level.

First, reported involvement in both local nolitical activity

and presidential campaign activity was higher for caucus participants.
Second, scores on the Safety, Localism, and Informal Interaction subscales of the Sense of Community measure were higher for participants.
Third, caucus participants reported that they read newspapers more
frequently and paid more attention to Newspaper Information content.

Fourtn, non-participants watched more television, paid more attention to
Action Entertainment programming, and were more likely to avoid programming
which featured political candidates.

Fifth, caucus participants were

generally older, had lived in Pierce County longer, and had more education
than non-participants.

Finally, participants found caucuses easier to

locate and were less likely to agree with the statement "Only people who

are strongly committed to a candidate attend caucuses" than non-participants.

Since 90% of all respondents reported that they. had been

paying "some"
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or "a lot" of attention to the primary campaign, these two scale points
were examined using Chi-square analysis.

Table 0 reveals that participants

were more likely to indicate they had been paying a
the primary campaisn.

lot of attention to

In addition, caucus participants wore more likely

to read news macazines than Were non-participants.

PREDICTORS OF CAUCUS ATTENDAUCF

A major task of the present study was to uncover the strongest
differences between caucus participants and non-participants.

In

particular, it was necessary to examine the possible confounding effects
of demographic characteristics such as afe and education on the relationship between pattern of media use, political activity, anc; caucus attendance.

Ashenfelter and Kelley(1975) found that education level was the

single most powerful predictor of voter turnout.

In order to ascertain

and
the strongest differences between the group which attended caucuses

the group which did not attend, a series of multiple regression analyses
was conducted, with Caucus Attendance serving as a dichotomous dependent
variable.

Tatsuo'ca (1971) notes that discriminant function analysis,

the more powerful multivariate method for predicting group membernhip
Special
from a series of variables, reduces to multiple repression in the

case of two groups.

Three sets of regression analyses were conducted.

First, a serles

of step-wise regression analyses examining the predictive power of each
set of discriminators is reported in Table 10.

As predictor sets,

Demographic
Melespaper Use, Television Use, Attitudes Towards Caucuses, and

differences seem to be equally powerful (explaininn 24%, 23%, zap, mod
of
24n: of total variance in Caucus Attendance respectively), while Sense.

14.

Community is a weak predictor, accounting for only 11% of variance.
Combining media use variables improved the discriminating power to 35%
the variance explained,

Apparently media use is a more powerful set of

discriminators than Political Activity, which accounted for 31% of
total variance.

Second, the impact of Education, Political Involvement, and Television
Uses are reported in Table 11.

Step-wise regression uses magnitude of the

zero-order correlation between independent and dependent varaible as a
criterion to determine which variable to enter into the equation first;
step
and magnitude of partial correlation of the remaining variables at each

to determine the order of inclusion of each succeeding variable.

When

independent variables are correlated with one another, however, the

contribution of each variable may be confounded.

To combat this problem of

multicollinearity, a heirarchical design allows a priori specification of
the order of inclusion of variable sets in the equation.

In this instance

Education was "forced" into the regression equation at the first step to
examine the effect of other variables on Caucus Attendance once Education
had been included.

In the heirarchical design Education accounted for

10% of total variance in Caucus Attendance, Political Inovlvement measures

accounted for another 21, and Television Uses another 5%.

Further, the

step-wise design indicates that Education is a relatively weak discrimiand
nator when considered in conjunction with Political Involvement

Television Use, accounting for only 1% of variance in Caucus Attendance.
Finally, a step-wise regression equation which involves the"best"
predictors of Attendance is described in Table 12.
inators accounted for 58% of total variance.

This set of discrim-

riot surprisingly, the

strongest differences between caucus participants and non-participants
campaign and the. relative
were in Political Involvement in the Presidential

ease with which individuals could locate their own precinct caucuses.

1.6
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Believing that commitment to a candidate was not a precondition for

attendance and attending to Newspaper Information Content were less
powerfUl.

Not avoiding television pronrams which featured political

candidates and length of residence in Pierce County contributed slightly
to the discriminatory power of this equation, while the contribution of
Involvement in Local Politics hodrs spent watching television, and
Education were necligible.

DISCUSSION

de believe we have isolated important differences between caucus
participants and non-participants.
however, remains unfulfilled.

Our quest for the "campaign fan,"

Our results indicate that different patterns

of media use are secondary in importance to active involvement in primarzr
carpairin activity in identifying the small minority of voters who

attended precinct caucuses.

Within the set of media uses and gratifications

examined in this study, attention to public affairs information content
in newspapers and television proprams which feature political candidates
were more powerful in discriminating between participants and non-participants than was the amount of time spent watching television.

Attention

to action entertainment proprammins, a factor which miaht identify campaign
fans, was statistically significant in differentiating between these
two groups.

This use of television, however, had a negli-,ible impact

in discriminatinp between these two groups.

Involvement in local politics

similarly was a more potent discriminator than perceived safety or amount
of informal interaction wit; neighbors in an individual's community.

In

this stud- both political alienation measures and campai-n rratification
measures failed to discriminate between participants an-.1 non-partici!ats.
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Attention to the Presidential primary campaign for consummatory
or interactive reasons is tied more to the content of campaign covera7e
than to its "melodramatic" form.

Campaign fans may also be active politically.

'Sc coulJ find no evidence that excitement seeking or communicative utility

were associated with viewing the campaign for non-political purposes.
The fact that political activity was such a powerful predictor, and that
caucus attendance seems to be one political behavior in the life of a
small minority of politically active and informed voters, leads us,

reluctantly, to conclude that the campaign fan might exist, but his or
her behavior is not associated with caucus attendance.

Further, we suggest

that the caucus system serves only those who are previously involved
in political activity, and is not a force for political socialization
in the state of Washington.'
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Table 1

Sense of Community and Caucus Satisfaction Items
Scale values:

5 = Stcngly Agree; 4 = Agree; 3 = undecided;
2 = Disagree; 1 = Strongly Disagree

SENSE Cr COMMUNITY
Safety

This is an especially good neighbcrhood fcr retired
people to live.
This is an especially good neighbcrhcod for adults
to live.

This is an especially good neighborhcod for raising
teenagers.
This is an especially safe neighborhood for children
under 12 years old to play out-of-dcors.
Informal Interaction
People in this neighborhood visit me

frequently.

I know most of my neighbors well enough to call
them by their first names.
I know most of my neighbors well enough to call nn
them in their homes.
I know most cf my neighbors well enough tc spend a
whole morning cr afternoon visiting with them.
Localism

I feel I have frequent opportunities tc exert influence
on those people who make decisions about the quality
cf life in this part of the city.
I feel that the residents of this neighborhood are
effectively rcpresented in local units of government
by the elected officials frcm this area.
I frequently attend meetings cf local, neighborhood
organizations cr associations.
Prc-Urbanism

I would like to live in a large city becaus,- neighbors
and aquaintances there would probably be less concerned
about my private life.
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I would nct like to live in a small town because
there is too much gossip about your private life.
It is impertant to me to have a house away from the
noise of traffic.
The constant noise of modern, urban life is really
rather exciting to me.

NeighbcrinI Preference
'I want my neighbors to feel that they can drop in at
my house any tiro they like.
I really enjoy beir

able to lend things to neighbors.

I would like to live in a neighborhood where residents
do things together now and then.
Although I occasionally enjoy talking to my neighbors,
I don't like to get very involved with them.

ATTITUDES TOWARD CAUCUSES
The Washington caucus system is an effective
select delega es.
The Washington caucus system is a fair
selecting delegates.

way to

method for

Only people who are strongly committed to a candidate
attend caucuses.
Caucuses are a good example of demccracy at work.
Political parties make it difficult to find out where
caucuses are meeting.

CAUCUS PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION
My caucus was run poorly.

Attending the caucus helped me to learn more about
campaign issues.

Attending the caucus helped me to learn more about
the presiden ial candidates.
I'm glad I went to the caucus meeting.
EASE CF ACCESS

How difficult was it for you
caucus was located?

to find out where your

PRIMARY PREFERENCE
Would you prefer that Washington have a primary election
rather than caucus meetings?
2 = not really; 1 = no
5 = yes; 4 = maybe; 3 = undecided;
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TABLE

2

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Ale
18 to 25

16%

?6 tc 39

30

40 to 65

35

Over 65

19

Income

Under $5000

9%

5000 tc 15000

29

15000 to 25000

26

Over 25000

36

Marital status
Married

70%

Divorced/Separated

18

Widowed

5

Single

8

Occupation

Business professicn
Homemaker

18%

Retired
Teaching profession

16

18

15

Government service
(civilian)

9

Skilled, labor

8

Service profession

5

Self Employed

4

Student

4

Government service

3

(military)
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Table 3

FACTOR LOADINGS

NEWSPAPER EXPOSURE ITEMS
Factcr

1

Factor 2

Factor

Local and State
pclitics

.72

.10

-.02

National gcvernment and politics

.90

-.06

.05

Interesting people

.07

.35

.01

Crime and
accidents

.00

.48

.09

International
affairs

.59

.02

.19

Sports

.08

.00

.64

Editorials

.11

.29

-.04

-.03

.49

-.09

Advertisements

Highest Factor Loadings are underlined.

3

Table 4
FACTCR LOADINGS

TELEVISION EXPOSURE FACTORS
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factcr

National news
broadcasts

.82

.15

-.05

Movies

.10

.46

.26

Local news
broadcasts

.77

.21

.12

Crime and adventure
shows

.07

.72

-.06

News specials and
documentaries

.41

.05

.24

Situation comedies

.03

.06

.77

Music & variety
shcws

.20

.18

.26

Sperts events

.20

.34

.15

Highest Factor Loadings are underlined.

3

TABLE g
Factor Loadings
Campaign Gratifications and Avoidarces

Gratifications

Factor

1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 0.

Factor

Stands on issues

-.05

.79

.01

.11

.12

Personal qualities

-.04

.36

.17

.19

.01

Kelp make up mind

-.07

.65

.20

.22

.01

Judge who is likely
to win

.13

.11

.39

.15

-.08

Candidate's strong
points

.20

.27

.22

.36

.10

-.07

-.05

.84

.01

.14

Enjoy excitement

.07

-.08

.41

.01

.31

What candidates would
do if elected

.18

.20

.08

.38

.36

Use in political
discussions

-.12

.19

.28

.06

.53

Get information

-.06

.20

.26

.41

.19

-.06

.27

-.00

.87

-.08

Not interested in
politics

.53

.02

-.04

.12

-.10

Mind made up

.38

-.01

-.02

-.10

-.01

Something to talk
about

which ar!rees with

your pcsition
Judge candidates'
weak points

Avoidances
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TABLE 5
(continued)

Factor

1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

'Factor 5

Prefer tc relax

.51

.21

.09

.12

-.25

Can't trust what
Politicians tell
ycu

.58

-.22

.09

.12

-.45

Scme candidates

.80

-.12

.07

.05

-.02

Some candidates
talk over one's
head

.73

-.10

.09

.04

.06

They hardly
have anything
to say

.41

.06

-.01

-.06

-.60

talk down tc
audience

Highest Factcr Loadings are underlined

Table 6
Campaign Gratifications Only
Factor

1

Factor

2

Factor

Stands on issues

.89

.13

.05

Personal qualities

.35

.21

-.15

Help make up mind

.55

.32

.15

Judge who is likely .04

.21

.28

.20

.36

.19

Give something to
talk about

-.08

.09

.74

Enjcy excitement

-.05

.02

.52

What wculd do if
elected

.21

.37

.21

Use in political
discussions

.22

.10

.47

Get information
which agrees with
your position

.13

.49

.30

Judge candidates'
weak points

.22

.83

.12

to win

Candidate's strong
points

Highest factor lcadings are underlined

3

Table 7
Scale Correlations
1.

2

3

4

5

6

1

Safety

xx

2

Informal interaction

'':3

3

Localism

4

Anonymity

5

Nct bothered by noise

.07 -.09

:20

6

Neighboring preference

.06 ':38

.08 -.17 -.06 xx

7

Newspaper information

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

xx

:17 ':42 xx

-.07 A:27

8 Newspaper entertainment

.07 xx
.00 xx

-.03 ':26 ':25 -.12
.09

.01

-.03 -.02

9 TV information

02

.02 -.15 xx

.09 -.04 -.04
.10 -.00

.04

.03

.05 -.00

:18 -.06

.10 xx

.02 -.01 xx

.07 -:20

10

TV action shows

.12

11

TV light entertainment

.04 -.17

12

Surveillance

.06

:21

.17

13

Reinforcement

.03

.17

.01 -1.19 -.11

.17

14

Excitement

4:30

.12

:21 -.15

.05 .'20

.04 -.10

-.07 -.10 -:19

15 Media avoidance

.04

.04 4:23

:18

.13 -.12

.01 -.15

.12 ':31 xx
.:34 ':25

.09 ':35 ':20

.07

.17 ':32 -.00
.10

:21 xx
.04 -.07 xx
.03 -.03

.04 -.12

.17 1:29 ':28 -.02 ':27

.03

':43 xx
.08 ".%9 xx

.10 -.11

.05 -.06 xx

'pi.05
"P.1...01
1

i

)
,,...,'.
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TABLE 8
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS AND NON-PARTICIPANTS

Variable

Participants'
Mean

Non-participants'
Mean

Degrees cf
Freedcm

t

va)ue

Frcbability
.000

2.065

.957

92

4.7r.

Involvement in
Local Politics

.447

92

-0-

1.761

5.662

Involvement in
Presidential
Politics

14.277

92

.051

15.609

1.975

Safety

10.617

92

.050

12.391

1.982

Informal
Interaction

11.565

9.911

90

2.71?

.008

Localism

6.178

5.000

89

2.041

.010

Days read
newspa:er

12.422

89

.000

14.533

5.093

Newspaper
Information
Factor

2.133

3.389

89

1.009

.000

Hours watch
televisicn

7.025

8.319

90

%.859

.005

Televisicn
Action Factor

9.848

12.872

9?

4.554

.030

Avcidance cf
Politics cn
Televisicn

2.870

2.319

92

2.648

.010

Age

28.614

17.064

90

2.470

.020

Length cf
Residence

13.478

9?

.004

15.500

2.872

Educaticn
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TABLE
(ccntinued)
t

Non-participants'
Mean

1.422

2.310

73

3.699

.000

Ease of access

2.630

3.289

90

2.963

.004

Cnly ccmmitted
people attend
Parties make it
difficult to find
caucuses

2.065

2.533

90

2.245

.027

Variable

33

Degrees cf
Freedcm

Participants'
Mean

value

Probability

34
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TABLE 9

CONTINGENCY TABLES

1-,

I

-a

$

reocrts about the Presidential primaries:Scme

Participants

14

A lct

Total

29

43
D

Ncn-

Participants
Total

24

17

41

38

45

84

X.=4.717, 1 d.f.,
probability=.0299

o you read any news magazines regularly?"
Yes

Participants

29

No
17

Total
46
X 2 =9.048, 1 d.f.,

NonParticipants

Tctal

14

33

47

43

50

93

35

probability=.0013

TABLE

10

PREDICTORS CF CAUCUS ATTENDANCE
Predictor
Set
I.

2.

Televisicn
uses

Newspaper
uses

Multiple
Variable

4.

5.

Sense of
Community

Media use
variables

Caucus
Attitudes

Chanie
in R

2

Beta

Televisicn avoidance factor

.40

.16

.16

-.31

Hours watch television

.48

.23

.07

-.22

Telavis!on action factor

.49

.24

.01

-.12

46

.22

.22

.42

.48

.23

.01

.10

Newspaper information factor
Days read newspaper

3.

R

R

.

.1.

.

..I

Localism

.28

.08

.08

.21

Safety

.32

.10

.02

.13

Informal interaction

.33

.11

.01

.09

Newspaper information factor .47

.22

.22

.31

Television avoidance factor

.56

.31

.09

-.27

Television action factor

.58

.33

.02

-.10

Hours watch television

.59

.34

.01

-.12

Days read newspaper

.59

.35

.01

.09

Ease of access

.41

.17

.17

-.35

only committed People
Attend

.48

.06

-.11

TABLE 10
(ccntinued)

Predictcr
Sot
6.

7.

Demographics

Political
Activity

R

Change
in R

Beta

Multiple

Variable

R

.37

.14

.14

.37

Educaticn

.49

.24

.10

.32

Length of ResiOence

.49

.24

.00

.02

Age

Involvement in Presidential
Politics

.52

.27.

.27

.41

Involvement in Lccal Politics

.56

.31

.04

.23
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TABLE 11
EDUCATION REGRESSION

Heirarchical design
Inclusion
Level

Multiple
Variable

R

R

Chanie
in R

2

Beta

.37

.14

.12

Education

.14

ONE

.49

.10

.10

Involvement in
Local Politics

.24

TWC

.59

.35

.11

.35

Invcivement in
Presidential
Politics

.61

.37

.02

-.10

TV action
Factor

.62

.38

.02

-.17

TV avoidance
Factor

Hours watch TV

.63

.40

.01

-.10

2

Chanie
in R

Beta

THREE

Step-Wise Design

Multiple
Variable
Involvement in presidentiai
pclitics

TV avoidance factor
Hours watch TV
Involvement in local pclitics

R

R

.52

.27

.27

.35

.58

.34

.07

-.16

.60

.37

.03

-.10

.61

.38

.01

.09

.62

.39

.01

.12

.63

.40

.01

-.10

Education

TV action factor

TABLE

12

BEST PREDICTORS CF CAUCUS ATTENDANCE
Multiple
Variable

R

R

2

Chance
in R

Beta

Involvement in presidential
pclitics

.52

.27

.27

.30

Ease of access

.62

.39

.12

-.17

Only committed people attend

.67

.45

.06

-.20

Newspaper information factor

.71

.50

.05

.16

TV avoidance factor

.73

.53

.03

-.10

Length of residence

.74

.55

.02

.18

Involvement in local pclitics

.75

.56

.01

.11

Hours catch TV

.76

.57

.01

'-.09

Education

.76

.58

.01

.07
4

.
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